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‘Wrong Way’ Corrigan ... a story inspired by Art Miller
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NEXT MEETING
MAY 9TH
@ 11:00 AM
FIELD CLOSED
FOR SAILPLANE
EVENT
MAY 2ND & 3RD
DON’T FOR GET
OUR ANNUAL
EL ECTRIC FLY-IN
MAY 23RD

Corrigan and his1929 Curtis Robin OX-5

An American aviator born in Galveston, TX,
Corrigan was nicknamed "Wrong Way" in 1938.
After a successful transcontinental flight from
Long Beach, CA, to New York, he then flew from
Floyd Bennett Field in Brooklyn, to Ireland,
though his flight plan was filed to return to Long
Beach.
He claimed his unauthorized flight was due to a
navigational error caused by heavy cloud cover
that obscured landmarks and low-light conditions
causing him to misread his compass.
One of the builders of Charles Lindbergh's Spirit
of St. Louis, he was a skilled aircraft mechanic
and had made several modifications to his own
plane, preparing it for his transatlantic flight.
Having been denied permission to make a
nonstop flight from New York to Ireland in a
plane deemed unfit, his "navigational error" was
seen as deliberate. Nevertheless, he never
publicly admitted to having flown to Ireland
intentionally. Corrigan's plane had fuel tanks
mounted on the front, allowing him to see only
out of the sides. He had no radio and his
compass was 20 years old.
Corrigan claimed to have noticed his "error" after
flying for about 26 hours. After 10 hours, he felt
his feet go cold, and the cockpit floor was awash
with gasoline leaking from [an] unrepaired tank.

He used a screwdriver to punch a hole
through the cockpit floor so that the fuel
would drain away on the side opposite the
hot exhaust pipe and claims to have
increased the engine speed by almost 20%
in the hope of decreasing his flight time.
Corrigan landed at Baldonnel Aerodrome,
County Dublin, on July 18, after a 28-hour,
13-minute flight. His provisions had been
just two chocolate bars, two boxes of fig
bars, and 25 gallons of water.
Read more about Corrigan and his antics at:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Douglas_Corrigan

The journalist H. R. Knickerbocker, who met Corrigan in Ireland after his arrival, wrote:
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You may say that Corrigan's flight could not be compared to Lindbergh's in its sensational
appeal as the first solo flight across the ocean. Yes, but in another way the obscure little
Irishman's flight was the more audacious of the two. Lindbergh had a plane specially
constructed, the finest money could buy. He had lavish financial backing, friends to help
him at every turn. Corrigan had nothing but his own ambition, courage, and ability. His
plane, a nine-year-old Curtiss Robin, was the most wretched-looking jalopy.
As I looked over it at the Dublin airdrome I really marveled that anyone should have been
rash enough even to go in the air with it, much less try to fly the Atlantic. He built it, or
rebuilt it, practically as a boy would build a scooter out of a soapbox and a pair of old
roller skates. It looked it. The nose of the engine hood was a mass of patches soldered by
Corrigan himself into a crazy-quilt design. The door behind which Corrigan crouched for
twenty-eight hours was fastened together with a piece of baling wire. The reserve
gasoline tanks put together by Corrigan left him so little room that he had to sit hunched
forward with his knees cramped and not enough window space to see the ground when
landing.
See Sidebar – page 4

Don’t forget: May’s meeting was moved to the 9th due to field closing for Sailplane Event on the 2nd & 3rd.
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Tri-County R/C Big Bird
Dunnellon’s fly-in had a beautiful day
and was well attended by pilots and
spectators alike. Several OWLS showed
up with and without planes.

Doc & Kyle
Doc’s Piper Pawnee

Tri-County pilot
Richard LaMontaine
with his awesome
Sopwith Pup

Flyin’ on Tiger Lake
Early one Monday morning in March, I trudged
out to Tiger Lake to watch Ted and Rob fly off
the water with their pontoon equipped Carbon-Z
Super Cubs.
Alligators? Duh…Florida!!

Tiger Lake is just one of the many bodies of
water in the Rainbow Lakes Estate in Dunnellon,
and this day the air was calm and the water
mirror-like for the most part with a few waves
kicking up as the morning breeze grew.
Shortly, Art S. arrived and Rob and Ted put on
an amazing and enjoyable show.

Didn’t need the boat.

This was Ted’s first flights with pontoons, but,
with Rob’s help, you would never know that
from the way he conquered the intricacies of
water vs. ground take-offs and landings.

…from the Editor’s Desk

If all you can see out of the window is ground that’s going round and round and all you can hear is
commotion coming from the passenger compartment … things are not at all as they should be.
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The OWLS Nest Gallery… See all the videos at https://vimeo.com/groups/onewinglow

…and it’s a terrific
little flyer.

What’s so unusual about Art’s Stik? It’s a foamy with a plastic replica
engine hiding an electric motor just inside the fuse. How cool is that?!
Now these are what you call
BIG batteries!

Sean’s Aero Cat V-2.

Art’s Robin Hood inspired this
month’s lead story.

Sean helping out some
of our newest members
with their Apprentice.

Ted piloting George’s Nexstar

A cloudy start turned into
a great day at the field!
Watch Fernando fly his
Blade 300X (the Red one).

New member & chopper pilot, Fernando,
discusses helios with Rob.

Doc’s ¼ scale Piper Pawnee.
See his amazing landing on video.

Sopwith Pup’s Pilot

Got Photos? Catch me at a meeting or send a copy to: keukadiver@gmail.com
KennyWorld R/C Field CR 464 west of SR 41, 17150 SE 60th Street, Morriston, FL 32668, 352-528-3744

We’re on the Web! Onewinglowsquadron.org and Facebook! Https://m.facebook.com/profile.php?id=857602174259072

March’s Name the Plane was the 1933 Kalinin K-7.
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“Wrong Way” Corrigan

Just a few more from Tri-County

Having installed an engine built
from two old Wright Whirlwind J65 engines (affording 165 hp
{123 kW} instead of the 90 hp
{67 kW} of the original) and extra
fuel tanks, Corrigan applied to
the Bureau of Air Commerce in
1935, seeking permission to
make a nonstop flight from New
York to Ireland. The application
was rejected; his plane was
deemed unsound for a nonstop
transatlantic trip, although it was
certified to the lower standard for
cross-country journeys.
Over the next two years,
Corrigan made repeated
modifications and reapplications
for full certification, but none
succeeded. Indeed, by 1937,
after extensive modifications in
the face of increasing regulation,
his aircraft was refused renewal
of its license because it was
deemed to be too unstable for
safe flight. His autobiography
expresses his exasperation with
official resistance and he is
widely thought to have
responded by deciding that year
to make an unofficial crossing.

A Short Story (Nothing to do with R/C)
During a former life while my wife and I were living in
a very rural area of the Southern Tier of New York, I
heard an oft’-told story about a local school bus driver –
I’ll call old Henry, a colorful man of many talents but of
few words – who was one day taking his inspection ride
with a new Inspector.
Soon they came to a RR Crossing – a short run of tracks
between Branchport and Hammondsport alongside the
beautiful Keuka Lake.
Much to the dismay of the Inspector, ol’ Henry shot
straight across, nary given any thought of stopping.

…from the editor

Astounded, the Inspector asked, “Why didn’t you
stop at that crossing?”
Ol’ Henry replied, ‘Tweren’t no train comin’.”
“But there could have been a train coming,” the
Inspector challenged.
“Nope.”
“Surely, you can’t be certain.”
“Yup,” said ol’ Henry.
“But, how can you be so sure?”
“Cause I’m the engineer.”

Last month I posted this photo and
asked, “What Is It?”
Well, here’s the explanation, but
I’m not sure it was anything other
than Dr. Adams’ pipe dream (and
some might just wonder what he was
smokin’ in that pipe).

What Is It … Revealed

